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Outline

- SKAO Rucio Data Lake

- The Spanish SRC prototype as a Rucio Storage Endpoint

- Results from the tests executed through the Rucio client command line (Tests Ax) 

- Results from the tests executed through the Rucio client python API/rucio-task-manager (Tests Bx)

- Next tests

- Questions about Rucio and our network configuration 
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SKAO Rucio Data Lake 

A prototype of a distributed data management system

- Operated by a SKAO team (R. Barnsley, R. Joshi, +)

- 11 international sites are integrated

- A functional system

- Testbed to study Rucio tool

Credits: SKAO team
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The Spanish SRC prototype integrated as a Rucio Storage Endpoint

200 CPU Cores 
1.5PB Raw storage
10Gbps link to RedIRIS
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The Spanish SRC prototype integrated as a Rucio Storage Endpoint

200 CPU Cores 
1.5PB Raw storage
10Gbps link to RedIRIS

Rucio SE 
(Virtual 

Machine)
Ceph 

Volume 
(20TB)

VLAN  - storage

StoRM 
WebDAV
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Test A1: Upload the SDC2 dataset to the Rucio Data Lake 
File: SDC2 dataset (sky_full_v2.fits, 851GB)
Duration: ~17 hours. 
Transfer speed: average ~120Mb/s
Tool: rsync (rsync -e "ssh -i ./path/to/your.pem -p 180" options source destiny)

MANCHESTER - GRANADA 

eth0: external link
eth1: internal link
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Test A1: Upload the SDC2 dataset to the Rucio Data Lake 

- Dataset was downloaded (rsync) to the storage volume of the RSE
- The RSE is deterministic à no possible just “register” the dataset in the Rucio namespace
- Rucio should copy the file in an specific local path
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Test A1: Upload the SDC2 dataset to the Rucio Data Lake 

- Dataset was downloaded (rsync) to the storage volume of the RSE
- The RSE is deterministic à no possible just “register” the dataset in the Rucio namespace
- Rucio should copy the file in an specific local path
- When uploading the file to Rucio DL, we expected a performance similar to when copying the file to a different path:

MAKING A COPY OF THE SDC2 
DATASET (862GB)
Time elapsed: ~19 m
Data rate avg : 6.35Gb/s

eth0: external link
eth1: internal link
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UPLOADING A 851 GB FILE TO RUCIO/SPSRC_STORM (SDC2 dataset)
Time elapsed: ~80 m  - Unsuccessful 

CET

UTC

rucio upload --rse SPSRC_STORM  --scope testing --register-after-upload /mnt/sky_full_v2.fits

Test A1: Upload the SDC2 dataset to the Rucio Data Lake 
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eth0: external link
eth1: internal link

Rucio uses the external link to upload the file….

                              …. Is the data transfer using our Local Network? 

Is it using the external link?
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eth0: external link
eth1: internal link

UPLOADING A 851 GB FILE TO RUCIO/SPSRC_STORM (SDC2 dataset)
Time elapsed: ~80 m   -  Data rate avg : 3,22Gb/s  - Unsuccessful 

Why is reading ~1800GB (>2 x dataset size!!) ?
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eth0: external link
eth1: internal link

3 times larger than data file size!!

UPLOADING A 100GB FILE TO RUCIO/SPSRC_STORM 
Time elapsed: ~15 m    - Successful 

Test A2
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We discovered the effect of 

the transfer-timeout option

transfer-timeout by default (==360s)

- How this timeout is affecting to the process?
- Not possible to disable this option using the command line API

Test Ax
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Test Bx: Using the Rucio Python API / rucio-task-manager

• Developed by SKAO team (R. Barnsley+)

• Automation

• Integration with SKAO Grafana monitoring https://gitlab.com/ska-telescope/src/ska-rucio-task-manager

Tests to study performance scalability:

• How does data transfer performance scale to large dataset sizes? Are there 
any specific limitations?

• How does it scale to large number transfers? How does Rucio handle a high 
number of simultaneous transfers?

• How is the data transfer performance affected by the access protocols 
offered by the RSEs? FTS performance

https://gitlab.com/ska-telescope/src/ska-rucio-task-manager
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Test B1: Uploading files with different size to all RSEs 
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Test B1: Uploading files with different size to all RSEs 

Average transfer rate as a function of RSE and file size
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Test B1: Uploading files with different size to all RSEs 

Average transfer duration as a function of RSE and file size
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Test B1: Uploading files with different size to all RSEs 

Number of events as a function of time and type
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Test B1: Uploading files with different size to all RSEs 
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Ongoing / Next Tests ”B”

- Size scalability (file sizes in the scale of hundreds of GBs ) with 
replication rules

àAvoiding user token expiration ( previous tests executed with 12h tokens)

- Scalability in the number of files

- Transfers between RSEs with different access protocols
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OpenCADC Storage Inventory

Credit: Franz Kirsten
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OpenCADC Storage Inventory

Credit: Franz Kirsten
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Questions

- Deterministic Rucio Storage Endpoint (RSE)
- Disadvantage: Registry of files not possible
- Advantages: ??

- Low transfers SPSRC – SPSRC:
- Rucio issue à Use non-deterministc RSE
- Not Rucio issue à identify the problem in our internal network

- Is a “Virtual DTN “ a good option?
- If not, how to connect the physical DTN with the openstack 

platform?

- Is there a bottleneck in our virtual Openstack network?

- Learn how to improve our network configuration

Rucio Tests

Network Tests
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Thank you! 


